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Linear ln(e + ec)-ln(p’) relation of structured natural clay 
La relation linéaire ln(e + ec)-ln(p) de l’argile naturelle structuré

J.C.Chai -  Saga University, Saga, Japan

ABSTRACT: For some structured natural clays, the relation between void ratio (e) and consolidation stress (p ’) is more linear in 
ln(e+ec)-ln(p’) plot (ec is a constant) than in e-ln(p ’) plot. It is proposed that for structured natural clay with a value o f  sensitivity lar
ger than 3, linear tn(e+ec)-ln (p ')  relation can be used in settlement calculation and can be incorporated into hardening function o f 
elasto-plastic model. The effect o f introducing linear ln(e+ec)-ln(p’) relation on the theoretical coefficient o f consolidation is dis
cussed. The linear ln(e+ec)-ln(p') relation was incorporated into the modified Cam clay model by modifying the hardening function. 
Comparing the simulated results with test data indicates that using linear ln(e+ec)-ln(p') relation simulated the consolidation behavior 
of the structured natural clay much better than that o f  using linear e-ln(p') relation.

RÉSUMÉ: En ce qui concerne certaines argiles naturelles structurées, la relation entre l'indice des vides (e) et la tension de compres
sion (p 1) est plus linéaire sur la courbe bi(e+ee)-bi(p') que sur la courbe e-bi(p’). Nous proposons dans cet srticle que, dans le cas d'ar
giles naturelles structurées dont l'indice de sensitivité dépasse 3, la relation linéaire ln(e+ec)-ln(p') puisse être utilisée pour le calcul 
des tassements et que cette relation puisse être incorporée à la fonction de durcissement du modèle élasto-plastique. Nous avons ex
aminé. aussi l'effet de l'introduction de cette relation sur le coefficient de consolidation. La relation linéaire ln(e+ec)-bi(p') est aussi 
incorporée au Cam clay model modifié en corrigeant la fonction de durcissement. A la suite de la comparaison des résultants des 
simulations avec les données des essais, nous avons vérifié que l'utilisation de la relation linéaire ln(e+ec)-ln(p') peut simuler le com
portement de consolidation des argiles naturelles structurées beaucoup mieux que celle de la relation e-ki(p').

1 INTRODUCTION

For remolded clay, the virgin compression curve in e-bn(p') (e is 
void ratio and p ' is consolidation stress) plot is very close to a 
straight line. The linear e-bt(p ’) relation is used in conventional 
one-dimensional (ID ) settlement calculation and incorporated 
into hardening function o f  most elasto-plastic models for clay. 
However, for structured (due to aging, cementation effect, etc.) 
natural clays, the compression curve is nonlinear in e-bi(p’) plot, 
and the slope o f the curve, A, is not a constant during the entire 
consolidation range. Several investigators (e.g. Burland 1992) 
reported this nonlinear phenomenon.

Haan (1992) proposed a general power formula for virgin 
compression curves o f soil, but it has three parameters, which 
need to  be determined by regression analysis. It had been ob
served that for some o f natural clays, the ln(e)-ln(p') (or bi(l+e)- 
ln(p')) relation is close to linear (e.g. Butterfield 1979). A linear 
ln(e+ec)-ki(p ’) relation only has two parameters (constant ec and 
the slope o f the curve A,/), also it is analogical to linear e-ln(p’) 
relation. This paper studied the consolidation characteristics o f 
several structured natural clays. The condition for using linear 
ln(e+ec)-bi(p’) relation, the corresponding equation for ID  set
tlement calculation and the hardening function for elasto-plastic 
model were derived. The linear ln(e+ec)-ln(p’) relation was in
troduced into modified Cam clay model (Roscoe & Burland 
1968) and the simulated results are compared with test data as 
well as those o f  using linear e-bi(p ') relation.

2 VIRGIN COMPRESSION CURVES OF SOME STRUC
TURED NATURAL CLAYS

Figs. 1 (a) to (d) show compression curves for 4  natural clays. 
The index properties o f  the clays are listed in Table 1. It can be 
seen that for all these clays, the compression curves in bi(e+ec)- 
ln(p') plot have a much better linearity than in e-ln(p’) plot. The 
value o f  ec is varied between - la n d  0. Generally, if the curve is
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Figure 1. Consolidation curves of 4 different natural clays.
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'fable 1. Index properties of the clays considered.

No. Clays Depth

(m)
w„
(* )

WL
(%) II

Clay Fraction Sensitivity

(%) s,
Remarks

1 Ariake clay 7.5 130.0 86 41 2.1 46.5 20-26

2 Leda clay 78 56 27 1.8 86 10-12 Quigley & Thompson, 1966

3 Batiscanclay 7.3 79.6 43 21 2.7 81 125 Leroueil et al. 1985

4 Loui S e v ille 76.5 70 43 1.1 81 28 Leroueil et al. 1985 (consolidation curve from Tanaka et al. 
1997)

more non-linear in e-bi(p ’) plot, the smaller the ec value. Taking 
logarithm for void ratio (e+ec) means to reduce the distance be
tween the larger e values (in lower consolidation stress range) 
and increase the distance between the smaller e values (in 
higher consolidation stress range), which makes a nonlinear 
curve in e-ln(p’) plot to close to linear in bi(e+ec)-bi(p') plot. 
Non-linearity in e-bi(p’) plot is resulted from the rapid failure 
o f soil structures (de-structuring) when consolidation stress ex
ceeds the yielding stress o f soil. Sensitivity (S,) is one o f  the in
dexes to indicate the degree o f structuring of clay. From Table 1, 
it can be seen that all the soils belong to highly sensitive clay. It 
can be said that the linear bt(e+ec)-ln(p’) relation is applicable 
to high sensitivity clay. Bangkok clay has a value o f sensitivity 
2 to 6 (Brand & Brenner 1981). The compression curve is less 
non-linear in e-b ifp ’) plot, but almost linear in bi(e)-bi(p') plot 
(Fig. 2). Another factor is that for remolded Ariake clay, labora
tory vane shear test (a vane with a diameter o f 20 mm and a 
height o f 40 mm) gave a value o f sensitivity about 3 (due to 
thixotropy effect etc.). The consolidation curve o f remolded 
Ariake clay is close to linear in e-bi(p’) plot. Based on above 
limited information, it is proposed that for natural clay, when S, 
is larger than 3, the linear bi(e+ec)-bi(p’) relation will better 
represent the consolidation behavior than linear e-bt(p’) relation.
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Figure 2. e-ln(p’)  and ln(e)-ln(p') plots erf Bangkok clay.
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The constant ec and A, can be obtained by following method. 
Under the condition that bi(e+ec)-bi(p’) plot is linear (a con

stant slope o f Xi), and e-ln(p’) plot is non-linear w ith a varied X 

value, a relationship between X  and Ai exists:

X =  (e +  ec)X, (1)
For a stress rangep t ’ to p 7 \  with corresponding void ratio e , \a  
e2, in e-bi(p’) plot, if the tangent slopes at (p / , et ) and (p2 , e2) 

are Xi and X2, respectively, the ec can be determined as:

^1^2  —
e c - (2)

Xl — X 2

Generally, ec is within -1  to 1. Then the Xi can be obtained by 

substituting ec and (eh Xi) or (e2, X2) into Eq. 1.

3 USING LINEAR bi(e+ec)-bi(p’) RELATION IN ANALYSES 

3.1 ID  Settlement Calculation

Using the linear ln(e+ec)-bi(p') relation, the virgin compression 
curve can be represented as:

] n ( e  +  e c )  =  ] n ( e 0 + e c ) - X l ] n —  (3)

P o

Where: eg = initial void ratio, and p 'g = initial consolidation 
stress. Then, the total volumetric strain, o r vertical total strain 

for ID  case, (e*) is as follows:

(4)

P o

Eq. 4  can be used for ID  settlement calculation. To illustrate 

the difference by using Xi versus X  in settlement calculation, the 
settlement-load curves for Ariake clay were calculated using the 

Xi and X  values as indicated in Fig. 1 (a). The computed results 
are compared with test data in Fig. 3. Using the linear bi(e+ec)- 
bi(p') relation (ec=0) yielded a much better simulation o f the 
test data.
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Figure 3. Comparing the load-settlement curves of Ariake clay.

3.2 Using Linear bi(e+ec)-bi(p’) Relation in Elasto-Plastic 
M odel

Generally, for an elasto-plastic model, three functions need to 
be defined: (1) yielding function (F), (2) plastic potential func
tion (G), and (3) hardening (or softening) function. For a soil 
model with volumetric strain hardening (or softening), to incor
porate the linear tn(e+ec)-bi(p') relation, a modification is 
needed on the hardening (or softening) function. Mathemati
cally, replacing the linear e-ln(p’) relation by the linear 

ln(e+ec)-ln(p’) relation means to replace X  with (e+ec)Xi. This 
indicates that introducing the linear ln(e+ec)-ln(p’) relation is 

equivalent to use a varied slope {{e+ec)Xi) in e-ln(p’) plot for 
virgin compression.

Regarding the unloading-reloading curves, it is reasoned that 
the structure o f soil will be destroyed (at least partially) during 
virgin compression, the unloading-reloading curve for struc
tured natural clay should be the same or close to remolded case. 

For remolded clays, a constant slope (k ) in e-ln(p’) plot for 
unloading-reloading range is normally used. If  accepting the 
concept that in e-ln(p’) plot,the unloading-reloading curves are 
parallel to each other when unloaded at different consolidation 
stress, the slope o f unloading-reloading curves in ln(e+ec)- 
!n(p') plot needs to vary with void ratio. Define the slope o f un-
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loading-reloading curve in ln(e+ec)-ln(p’) plot as JC;, in an in

cremental analysis, the relation between x: and Ki will be:

K = ( e  + e c ) K,  (5)

For structured natural clay, in unloading-reloading range, we 
propose to use a linear e-ln(p') relation.

Introducing linear ln(e+ec)-bi(p’) relation for virgin com
pression not only influences the load-settlement curve (Fig. 3), 
but also the consolidation process. The coefficient o f consolida
tion, C, is a function o f hydraulic conductivity (k) and the coef
ficient o f volumetric compression (m,) o f soil. It is generally 
agreed that the value o f hydraulic conductivity varies with void 
ratio. Taylor's equation (Taylor 1948) may be used to express 
this variation.

k  =  Jfc01 0 (e_e°)/C‘ (6)

where k0 and k= hydraulic conductivities corresponding to void 
ratio e0 and e, respectively, and C* = a constant, which can be 
estimated as 0.5eo (Tavenas et al. 1983). The m, varies with 
consolidation stress, p ’y and void ratio, e. In elasto-plastic 
analysis, for the linear e-ln(p’) relation, the expression o f  for 
virgin compression is:

m  = ----- --------  (7)
(1 +  e )p '

and for the linear bi(e+ec)-ln(p’) relation:

(e +  ec )- X ,
m.. —

(1 +  e) p'
(8)
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Figure 4. Comparing the measured and calculated coefficients of con

solidation of Ariake clay.

o f consolidation. (3) In virgin compression range, the predicted 
increase rate o f C value w ith consolidation stress is higher than 
test data, which indicates that the value o f hydraulic conductiv
ity might reduce more than that expressed by Eq. 6.

The linear ln(e+ec)-bi(p’) relation is incorporated into modi
fied r a m  clay model (Roscoe & Burland 1968). The constant 
rate o f strain (CRS) consolidation test results o f Batiscan clay 
reported by Leroueil et al. (1985) were simulated. The purpose 
o f the simulation is to compare the simulated consolidation be
haviors o f both using linear e-bi(p’) and linear ln(e+ec)-ln(p’) 
(ec= -1) relations with test data. The test results with a strain 
rate o f 1.43xl0 '5 s'1 case were considered because the excess 
pore pressure was generated at the bottom o f  sample, which can 
be used to compare with simulated results. In analysis, a yield
ing stress obtained from the test result was adopted. The pa- 
raoreters adopted were (1) for linear e-bi(p’) relation case, 
A=1.03 (Fig.l (c)), *=0.03, v=0.3, ¿ ^ 1 .8 x l0 ‘10 m/s, M= 1.2, and 
e0=2.12 (estimated from water content). (2) For linear bi(e+ec)- 
ln(p’) case, A/= 1.56, e = -1.0 (Fig. 1 (c)), and the other parame
ters were the same as those for linear e-ln(p’) case. The simula
tion was started with an initial effective vertical stress o f 50 kPa. 
The simulated results are compared in Fig. 5. Using linear 
bi(e+ec)-bi(p’) relation resulted in a much better simulation 
than linear e-In(p’) case. With linear ln(e+ec)-ln(p’) relation, the 
simulated load-settlement curve is very good, and the load- 
excess pore pressure curve is also fair. There are two points 
which need to be explained. First is that there was a reduction 
on simulated excess pore pressure just before the sample yield
ing. This is because the yielding started from the top o f the 
sample, and before the whole sample yielded, the strain incre
ment was concentrated at the top, and the bottom was less 
loaded and the part o f previously generated excess pore pres
sure (Aub) was dissipated. Second thing is that for linear e-bi(p ’) 
case, the simulated Aub showed an increased increment rate at 
the later part o f loading process. Under constant strain rate con
dition, the stress rate exponentially increases, and it tenders to 
increase the excess pore pressure generation rate. On the other 
hand, the increase o f  the coefficient o f consolidation (C) tender

For the both relations, m, will reduce with the increase o f p  
However, for a given p ’ value, with linear e-ln(p’) relation, m, 
will increase with reduction o f e, while with linear ln(e+ec)- 
bi(p’) relation (ec<1.0), m , will reduce with reduction o f  e value. 
Reduction on m, will contribute to the increase on coefficient o f 
consolidation. For Ariake clay, the predicted and measured 
(from conventional consolidation test) C  values are compared in 

Fig. 4. In calculation, a hydraulic conductivity o f 5x1 O'9 m/s 
corresponding to yielding stress condition was used. From Fig.
4, following points can be observed. (1) Before yielding (using 

k  instead of X  in Eq. 7), calculation resulted in a lower C  value, 
which may indicate that the calculation underestimated the 
stiffness o f the soil. (2) Both the test data and calculation 
showed a rapid reduction o f C  value after yielding. The linear 
ln(e+ec)-ln(p') relation (ec=0) gave a more reduction than linear 

e-ln(p’) relation just after yielding (¿.¡(e+ec)>X). It also indi
cates that in elasto-plastic analysis, using a constant hydraulic 
conductivity may over-predict C  value and result in a faster rate

to reduce the excess pore pressure generation rate. For e-bi(p') 
case, at later stage, the effect o f stress rate increase was more 
than that o f the increase o f coefficient o f consolidation, and re
sulted in an increased rate o f excess pore pressure generation 
rate. For bt(e)-bi(p') case, during consolidation process, the in-
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Figure 5. Comparing the measured and simulated consolidation 
behavior of Batiscan clay.
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crease of the coefficient of consolidation is much faster than e- 
b\(p') case (Fig. 4), and the excess pore pressure showed a re
duced rate.

The simulated strain and strain increment distribution within 
the sample are shown in Figs. 6 (a) and (b). At early stage (Fig.
6 (a)), the strain at top was 2 to 3 times of that at the bottom of 
the sample, and the strain increment was also larger at the upper 
part of the sample. This tendency was stronger for tn(e-l)-b i(p’) 
case. At later stage (Fig. 6 (b)), the strain distribution became 
less non-uniform. For e-tn(p’) case, the strain increment at up
per part was still larger than that at the lower part, but for bi(e- 
l) - ln (p ’) case, the strain increment at the lower part became 
larger. This indicates that during the test, for e-tn(p’) case, the 
strain within the sample was not varied much, while for In(e-l)- 
bi(p') case, first the higher strain rate zone was located at the 
upper part and then moved to the lower part.

(a) Early stage (average strain: 5%)

Strain,e (%) Strain incrementAe, (%)

(b) Later stage (average strain: 20%)

Figure 6 . Comparing the simulated strain and strain increment distribu

tion during CRS consolidation.

4 CONCLUSIONS

After studying the behavior of some structured natural clays, it 
is proposed that for structured natural clay with a value of sensi
tivity larger than 3, linear ln(e+ec)-bi(p’) (ec is a constant) rela
tion can be used instead of linear e -h ( p ’) relation. A simple 
equation (Eq. 3) for ID settlement calculation using linear 
bt(e+ec)-ln(p’) relation is derived. It is shown that replacing the 
linear e-bi(p’) relation by the linear ln(e+ec)-ln(p') relation in 
elasto-plastic model is equivalent to replace the X  by Xi(e+ec).

Comparing the analysis results with test data shows that lin
ear ln(e+ec)-bi(p') relation simulated the consolidation behavior 
(load-settlement and/or load-excess pore pressure curves) of 
Ariake clay and Batiscan clay much better than that of linear e- 
ln(p’) relation. The strain and strain increment distribution 
within the sample was investigated by numerical results.
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